power of attorney

to

Ludwig Wollweber Bansch | Rechtsanwälte Notare Steuerberater,

in the matter of

The power of attorney is granted for both out-of-court representations of all kinds and power of
attorney for all legal proceedings in courts of all instances. The power of attorney covers the
following powers in particular: Out-of-court representation, asserting claims against parties liable,
vehicle owners and their insurers, and inspection of files Establishment and annulment of
contractual relationships as well as the issuing and acceptance of unilateral declarations of intent
(e.g. cancellations). Representation in private and statutory conciliation procedures. Conducting
cases (i.a. acc. to §§ 81 ff. of the German Code of Civil Procedure) Application in divorce
proceedings and cases relating to the consequences of divorce, conclusion of agreements on the
consequences of divorce and submitting applications to provide information on pensions and other
provisions. Representation and defence in criminal proceedings and civil penalties (§§ 302, 374 of
the German Criminal Code) including preliminary proceedings and (in the event of absence)
representation pursuant to § 411 II of the German Criminal Code and with express authorization
also pursuant to §§ 233 I, 234 of the German Criminal Code and the submission of criminal
complaints other applications admissible pursuant to the German Criminal code. In the case of
applications pursuant to the law on claims for damages arising from wrongful prosecution or
conviction the power of attorney also applies for the disbursement proceedings. Representation
before administrative, social and fiscal authorities and courts. Representation before the labour
courts. Settlement of legal disputes or out-of-court proceedings by means of composition, other
agreement, renunciation or acknowledgement. Lodging and withdrawing appeals as well as
waiving same. Acceptance and initiation of deliveries and other communications. All secondary
and subsequent proceedings, e.g. arrest and temporary injunction, fixing of costs, foreclosure,
including the special proceedings arising from same, insolvency, compulsory auction, receivership
and deposit. Acceptance of costs and necessary expenditure to be paid by the opposing party, the
court cashier or other offices. Acceptance of payments. Transfer of power of attorney completely or
partially to others. Submission of declarations of intent of all kinds.
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